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Abstract: Multi-tag-based search is quite popular on collaborative websites and sharing-online-content 

systems. For this kind of search results, the challenge is how to compare grouped-tag values of tag 

collections on heterogeneous alternatives. This paper introduces a new visualization approach named 

Qstack for dealing with the challenge. Qstack purpose is to help users to visually rank multi-tags based on 

grouped-score combination within and across the categorized alternatives. The methodology applying 

interactive stacked bars, dynamic queries and adaptive focus+context techniques enables users to easily 

create and adjust grouped-tag rankings of a large number of heterogeneous alternatives. A case study on 

Flickr photo award allocation will be presented for Qstack demonstration. We conducted a qualitative study 

for evaluating Qstack effectiveness, and the result indicates that our approach is useful for multi-tag 

rankings. 
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1. Introduction 

A long with development of social networks, multi-tag-based queries are becoming popular for meta-data 

construction and information seeking such as photo search on Flickr and book search on LibraryThing [1], [2]. 

The characteristics of a multi-tag-based search might lead to a heterogeneous result which includes both the 

totally satisfying items and partially satisfying ones. Normally, the total satisfaction is concerned; however, for 

complex analytics, the remaining ones might be valuable as well. For instance, we are looking for books by terms 

hacker, internet, security and secret and receive a number of diverse books. Besides of the four-tag-satisfying 

books, we might be still interested in the three-or-two-tag-satisfying ones. Furthermore, multi-tag values could 

be used to support decision making. For instance, in a photo association, using the scores of tag values towards 

topics to rank members is essential for the judges to make decisions on annual award allocation. The topics could 

be formed by single tags and groups of tags, which would lead to heterogeneous alternatives. Our motivation is 

to deal with the challenge of analyzing heterogeneous items given by flexible sets of considered tags. 

For generalization of the topic, multi-tag comparison is referred to the multi-attribute comparison due to the 

similarity of score computation algorithms. We have studied the multi-attribute visual ranking techniques and 

believe they would be useful to display given items in visual patterns for analysis. Current visual ranking tools 

well support combinations of single or individual attributes [3]; however, they have not aided to the rankings of 

grouped-attribute combinations. 

This paper introduces a new visualization technique named Qstack which enables to flexibly rank and analyze 

grouped-tag combination within and across categories of given items. Our methodology is to develop visual 

rankings of multi-tags based on a chain of multiple stacked bars and dynamic queries. By adaptive focus+context 
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features, users are able to easily navigate combined tags and clustered items during exploration.  

The contributions of this paper include: 

- Qstack, a new visual ranking technique and its prototype supporting grouped-tag rankings inside and across 

categorized alternatives, 

- A qualitative study assessing usability of Qstack for multi-tag visual comparison. 

2. Related Work 

2.1. Tag Visualization 

A tag is a word or a group of words assigned to online items or extracted from text collections. While multi-tag 

layouts are commonly represented in lines, circulars and clusters, tag frequencies are visualized by text font 

sizes and colors [4], [5]. Tag cloud visualization is a well-known approach for analyzing text collections at a 

single time point and over time series. Combination of trend charts and tag clouds is a typical method proposed 

for overtime tag comparisons [6], [7]. The charts show the change of tag usage, and the clouds display the 

representative key words via force layouts. In addition to the trend charts, parallel coordinating visualization is 

offered for faceted text collection analysis [8]. The tag clouds are represented in multiple columns, associated 

items are represented in stacked bars, and the tag relations are displayed in colorful lines. Tag relationships 

could be analyzed by hierarchical networks with a semantic model as well [9]. For tag-based-search, the 

clustering algorithms are mostly used for improving this kind of search results [10]-[12]. For dealing with 

different kinds of online information, tag clouds are combined with multi-graph interaction to improve 

navigation processes [13].  

The targets of current approaches almost focus on visual comparison of tag values for query refinement and 

text collection mining; however, the challenge of how to use tag values to support choosing a right item in a 

heterogeneous collection has not been addressed. With the motivation, our study aims to deliver a visualization 

technique which enables to analyze, compare and rank the items against groups of tag values. These operations 

could help users to choose a suitable alternative for their needs. 

2.2. Multi-attribute Visual Rankings 

While stacked charts are a well-known visualization approach for multi-attribute data summarizing 

[14]-[16], stacked bar charts are a popular technique for comparing and ranking such data. The stacked bar 

layouts could be formed from multi-bars aligned in a same baseline, multiple baselines and stacked 

positions. While the same baseline layouts are suitable for a small number of items and attributes due to the 

horizontal space limitation, the latter methods optimize both vertical and horizontal space usage for 

enhancing scalabilities. Table Lens is a basic idea of multi-baseline bar charts where the single bars of each 

item are allocated in the cells of a table or a spreadsheet [17]. The structure is associated with Fish-eye 

technique which maximizes focused cells and minimizes the remaining ones. This approach enables flexible 

comparison of attributes within and across items. LineUp, another stack-bar-based approach, is a 

task-driven visualization for mapping and ranking combined attributes [3]. By applying Fish-eye and slope 

charts, the technique enables users to track the changes of ranks in same collections overtime. 

The current works would rather support single-attribute or single-score combination rankings than 

consider the rankings based on grouped attributes or grouped scores. The grouped-score rankings are 

essential when analytic criteria concentrate on sets of attributes instead of single ones. This paper 

addresses such challenge via the case of multi-tag rankings with grouped-tag comparison and proposes a 

new visualization method for multi-attribute rankings of grouped-score combination.  

3. Ranking Visualization Technique 

3.1. Basic Design and Interaction 
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Qstack is an interactive visualization technique developed for multi-tag rankings by grouped-score 

comparison. The technique constructs chains of stacked bar charts with focus+context features which are 

synchronously displayed in a single screen for analysis. By the design, users are able to analyze both inside 

and across clusters of given items according to the groups of tags. 

 
Fig. 1. Basic design of Qstack. 

 

The general design of Qstack is a serial stacked bar representation controlled by a query panel (Fig. 1). 

The visual representation includes a context side as the sub view and a focus side as the main view. In 

context side, the heights of bar charts encode total scores of all grouped tags as the ranks of all items while 

stacked bar charts in focus view visualize original distributions of tag values for single tags and grouped 

tags. The total heights of the stacked bars encode grouped scores of tags (Fig. 2). 

For exploration control, Qstack features a dynamic query panel and interactive bars. The query panel 

supports users to arbitrarily create and adjust the visual analysis by the operations as follows: Multi-tag 

Load to load the relevant items against all considered tags; Stacked, Multiples, Flexible scales to change the 

layouts between stacked bars and multi-baselines with flexible scales; Entire, Group Priority to assign 

priorities as the weights on entire tags and grouped tags; Grouped-scores to switch between grouped-score 

comparison and single-score comparison; Data column to list all tags and its encoded colors; Sort column to 

sort the results in order by single or total scores of tags; Group column to combine the tags for grouped 

scores; Dis.(%) to show the distribution of tag values on each item and Cluster to cluster the results against 

all groups of tags.  

Users can watch the detail of tag values by moving mouse pointer over corresponding bars. The activated 

bars, then, will be highlighted in both focus and context view for item tracing. The identified information of 

items is displayed only when horizontal space is sufficient. 

3.2. Group-Score Rankings 

Strength of Qstack is the ability to flexibly compare and rank grouped scores of tags. Users are able to 

visually combine tags to a group, assign group weights and analyze ranking patterns of given items (Fig. 2). 

The ranking patterns in focus view are double-layer stacked bars consisting of the original scores of entire 

tags in bright transparent background and the grouped scores of combined tags in front. The design enables 

users not only to keep tracking on total rankings but also to observe the causes from the sets of tags. 

Additionally, ranking component allows users to simply cluster and quickly navigate the given items 

towards groups of tags. All the clusters are aligned in a serial order by user demands. Therefore, the 

comparison of multi-tags could be analyzed both inside and across clusters. 
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Fig. 2. Grouped-score visual ranking. 

 

The formal definition of the rankings is based on the grouped scores of tag sets A and A’ on each item with 

W and W’, where A={Ai|i=1,2…n} is the entire considered tag values, A’={Aj|j=1,2…n’} is a sub set of A 

grouped by users, and W and W’ are the given weights on A and A'. It is supposed that C and D are sets of 

given items where C satisfies all tag values, D satisfies partial tag values. So, we compute the total scores 

G(Cx), G’(Dy) for CxC and DyD by 

 

                     

 

   

                                             

  

   

 

   

  

   

 

 

where S is the single score of a tag value on one item, m < n and m’<= n’. 

3.3. Scalability 

For handling a large number of items displayed in horizontal direction, Qstack applies zooming by 

brushing, a powerful focus+context navigation technique. There are two brushing components including 

navigation menu and customized brushing (Fig. 2). Users can either click on navigation menu to quickly 

jump to a zoomed cluster or directly customize the width of the brushing rectangle and drag it to a focus 

area. While the former method is appropriate for individual cluster access, the latter one is useful for 

flexible focus to the details across clusters. 

The entire tags and grouped tags are represented in double-layer stacked bars with same baseline, which 

supports to save vertical space of focus display (Fig. 2). For dealing with a large number of tag values 

represented in stacked bars, Qstack provides multi-tag filtering function. The selected tag bars are kept 

visible while the remaining bars are converted to a transparent layer (Fig. 3).  

 

 
Fig. 3. Multi-tag filtering.          Fig. 4. a. Normal scales.           Fig. 4. b. Flexible scales. 
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In addition, in order to support multi-tag comparison across items, the stacked bars can be transformed 

to a multi-baseline chart with flexible scales (Fig. 4). The flexible-scale function improves the vertical space 

usage by adjusting the height of each bar against the highest one of the same baseline. Besides, this 

component is helpful for users to easily recognize the missed tag values in an item and a cluster. 

3.4. Data Mapping 

Qstack extracts data from a database where tag information is stored in dimensions of user identification 

(ID), tag names and the number of tag frequencies. Once normalized from tag frequencies, tag values are 

organized in a two-dimension matrix appropriately designed for stacked bar visualization. One of two 

dimensions contains user ID, and the other contains single tag values, total tag values and tag set indices. 

The tag set indices are used to categorize given items and serve the navigation feature. The number of tag 

set indices is the number of sub sets of n tags defined by p=        
   . In order to reduce the item clusters, 

the navigation function is implemented according to k instead of p.  

The data used for the instances throughout this paper are a set of Flickr data [18]. Only user ID is shown 

in Qstack prototype instead of other real information due to the anonymous characteristics of the records. 

4. Case Study 

This section demonstrates the ability of Qstack via two use cases of Flickr photo award allocation. We 

assume that Emma, a president of a photo association on Flickr, would perform annual award allocation to 

the members. The allocation criteria are mainly about the tag values which a member tagged in his or her 

collection in term of overall and specific contributions. 

        
Fig. 5. Overall contribution ranking for price A.   Fig. 6. Overall contribution ranking for price B. 

 

4.1. Overall Contribution Rankings 

This use case demonstrates the ability of Qstack for interactive rankings of multi-tags based on 

grouped-score combination. For overall contribution award, there are two types of prices including Best 

grouped-topic contribution A and Best overall contribution B. While price A considers grouped-topics with 

a highest priority, price B takes both grouped-topics and overall contribution into account. Eligible 

candidates are the members who had the contribution to all of considered tags. Firstly, Emma enters seven 

considered tags of the year into the Qstack for data load including garden, tree, flower, park, river, mountain 

and sky. There are two grouped topics: garden, tree, flower, park (T1) and river, mountain, sky (T2). For T1 of 

price A, once reviewing the tag value distribution, she uses the query panel to visually combine garden, tree, 

flower and park and ranks the members against this group with a highest priority. She enables 

grouped-score calculation, clustering and descending order to make the view focused on the cluster where 
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the members satisfy all seven tags. Emma customizes brushing area to zoom in on the cluster and takes 

note three highest-ranked members 6927, 3309 and 3387 for T1 (Fig. 5). Then, she goes through the similar 

tasks with river, mountain and sky for T2 allocation. 

About price B, the final score of each member is the combination of the score on entire contribution and a 

grouped topic. At the beginning, Emma makes it simple by giving the same priority (0.5) on the entire tags 

and grouped tags for T1 (Fig. 6.a). The update shows that three highest-ranked members involve 6927 who 

received a price A. Emma carefully watches the visual pattern to analyze the scores, and she recognizes the 

score of 6927 on entire contribution is lower than a few others. To encourage more members to access the 

prices, Emma adjusts a little higher priority (0.6) on entire contribution than the grouped topic (0.4) (Fig. 

6.b). The result, then, includes member 3256 instead of 6927. She takes note the result and does a similar 

procedure for T2 allocation. 

4.2. Topic Contribution Rankings 

This use case demonstrates the ability of Qstack for flexible rankings of multi-tags across categorized 

alternatives. Topic contribution awards are evaluated for the members who at least toke four of seven 

considered tags (over fifty percent) of the year, are not eligible for overall contribution prices and had the 

highest score of tag values for single topics. In order to filter the eligible members for the price, Emma 

makes brushing area cover all categories 4, 5 and 6 (Fig. 8). Once the members are navigated, she uses 

multi-baseline and flexible scale mode to make the view suitable for separate topic comparison. Emma 

adjusts query options to sort the result by each topic tag in descending order and selects the highest ones 

for the awards (Fig. 7). 

 

 
Fig. 7. Sorting by tag park (red bars) and tag flower (green bars) with multi-baselines and flexible scales. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Brushing across categories 4, 5, 6. 

5. Evaluation 

Our goal is to measure the effectiveness of Qstack towards the tasks of comparing and ranking multi-tags 

based on grouped-score combination within and across categorized alternatives. As discussed in the related 

work section, currently, there is no visualization tool with similar purposes of Qstack; therefor, an existing 

tool comparison study is impossible to be carried at the presence. In term of generalization of Qstack 

approach, multi-attribute visualization tools including Excel, Tableau and LineUp are taken into 

consideration. Although Excel and Tableau are powerful tools for regular data visualization on diverse 

purposes, to access solutions for the addressed problem, much time, programming knowledge and tool 
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usage experience are required [3]. Those technical activities make such tools inappropriate for casual users 

or novices to solve such problems. Of current studies, LineUp is a task-driven visual technique which is the 

closest to the generalized purpose of Qstack. Similar to the target of LineUp, Qstack is designed for novices 

to deal with multi-attribute comparison by simple tasks without much technical requirement. Although 

LineUp well supports attribute combination and rank change tracking, their approach has not considered 

the rankings using grouped-score combination for categorized alternatives. Due to all the reasons above, we 

conducted a qualitative study on Qstack usage in order to assess its usefulness instead of comparing to 

other techniques. 

5.1. Study Setup and Procedure 

We recruited six participants. Four of them are in computer science, and two is from engineering. Based 

on an informal survey before the experiment, it is known they all have Excel experience on basic tasks, but 

none of them has worked with Tableau before. The participants are familiar with stacked bar charts, but 

they are novices in dynamic queries and visual interaction on graphic charts. About Qstack usage, we 

designed nine tasks including all primary features of the tool as three types of tasks bellows: Type 1 for data 

loading and basic comparison and ranking, Type 2 for multi-tag rankings using grouped-scored combination 

and Type 3 for multi-tag rankings across categorized alternatives. 

For receiving feedbacks from users, a questionnaire consisting of twelve questions was constructed and 

based on Likert scale system with the range of strongly disagree and strongly agree in domain from 1 to 5. In 

addition, there was an open question for users to comment benefits and drawbacks for the tool 

improvement. After given a Qstack introduction and tutorial, the participants freely asked and discussed to 

ensure they all understood the detail of the task requirements. Once completing all the tasks following the 

former instruction, they used the questionnaire to express their feedbacks.  

5.2. Result 

Generally, most of the participants successfully and easily completed all the requests, and two 

participants took a short interruption. The reason of interruption is in type-3 tasks because they 

customized the brushing rectangle to incorrect focus areas of categorized alternatives. 

The qualitative feedbacks indicated that all the participants felt confident in using the tool to solve 

addressed problems. The result is quite positive with 4.7(mean) for ease of use, 4.5 for usefulness and 4.2 

for interesting visualization. The open comments showed constructive opinions for drawbacks regarding to 

zooming and animation. The vertical zooming should be equipped for stacked display mode, which would 

reduce user efforts to recognize the patterns in case of very small tag values. Besides, although visual 

patterns were updated in real time, at a few times the animation was little delayed.  

6. Conclusion 

This paper has introduced Qstack, a novel visualization approach for multi-tag rankings based on 

grouped-score combination. The approach is to organize a series of stacked bars in categories, display 

multi-tags in a double layer and using brushing feature for navigation on focus alternatives. This method 

enables users to easily analyze single tag values, grouped scores and total rankings within or across 

categories. Additionally, by interaction on the dynamic query panel, users are able to drive the rankings 

without much technical knowledge requirement. A case study on photo award allocation has been 

presented for Qstack demonstration, and according to the qualitative study result, Qstack is a useful tool for 

multi-tag rankings. 

Although the initial purpose of Qstack is for tag data application, we believe our visualization approach 

might be generalized to multi-attribute or multi-criteria rankings for general analytic data. In future, we will 
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improve the data mapping module in order to handle various input data and feature other navigation 

components for enhancing Qstack benefits. Further experiments will be conducted to test the suitability of 

Qstack for different kinds of data.  
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